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Retailer prices 

(Find our order form on last page) 
 

Product picture Description Unit 
price 

 
Star soft box - pink 
Reference: BOXSTAR1 

Canvas box with pink star and cotton lining. 

 

- Small storage (soft toys, small garments, hair 

accessories, craft supplies, etc. ). 

- Approximately 10x10x11 cm (3.9x3.9x4.3’’). 

- Outside: cotton canvas, lining: natural lightweight 

cotton. Medium interfacing.  

- Star is hand printed at the front.  

- Spot clean using cold water and mild detergent if 

needed. Do not tumble dry. 

€4.50 

 
Star soft box - gold 
Reference: BOXSTAR2 

Canvas box with pink star and cotton lining.  

 

- Small storage (soft toys, small garments, hair 

accessories, craft supplies, etc. ). 

- Approximately 10x10x11 cm (3.9x3.9x4.3’’). 

- Outside: cotton canvas, lining: natural lightweight 

cotton. Medium interfacing.  

- Star is hand printed at the front.  

- Spot clean using cold water and mild detergent if 

needed. Do not tumble dry. 

€4.50 
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Lavender sachet - blue 
Reference: SACCOTT1 

Cottage shaped lavender sachet.  

 

- Cottage lavender sachet is 7 x 8 cm (2 3/4'' x 3 1/4''). 

Loop is 5 cm (2'').  

- Hand printed with golden details, water based and 

solvent free paint. 

- Cottage and loop are 100% cotton. 

- Filled with 100% dried lavender, absolutely no other 

filler or additive fragrance. 

€4.00 

 
Lavender sachet - green 
Reference: SACCOTT2 

Cottage shaped lavender sachet.  

 

- Cottage lavender sachet is 7 x 8 cm (2 3/4'' x 3 1/4''). 

Loop is 5 cm (2'').  

- Hand printed with golden details, water based and 

solvent free paint. 

- Cottage and loop are 100% cotton. 

- Filled with 100% dried lavender, absolutely no other 

filler or additive fragrance. 

€4.00 

 
Lavender sachet - 
orange 
Reference: SACCOTT3 

Cottage shaped lavender sachet.  

 

- Cottage lavender sachet is 7 x 8 cm (2 3/4'' x 3 1/4''). 

Loop is 5 cm (2'').  

- Hand printed with golden details, water based and 

solvent free paint. 

- Cottage and loop are 100% cotton. 

- Filled with 100% dried lavender, absolutely no other 

filler or additive fragrance. 

€4.00 
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Lavender sachet - pink 
Reference: SACCOTT4 

Cottage shaped lavender sachet.  

 

- Cottage lavender sachet is 7 x 8 cm (2 3/4'' x 3 1/4''). 

Loop is 5 cm (2'').  

- Hand printed with golden details, water based and 

solvent free paint. 

- Cottage and loop are 100% cotton. 

- Filled with 100% dried lavender, absolutely no other 

filler or additive fragrance. 

€4.00 

 
Lingerie bag - orange 
Reference: BAGLING1 

Hand printed lingerie bag. 

 

- The bag is 23 x 27 cm (9''x11''). 

- Drawstring bag printed with underwear design with 

golden details.  

- Solvent free and water based ink. 

- 100% unbleached cotton fair trade bag.  

- Care: machine washable 40 C / warm. Do not bleach. 

Do not tumble dry. Iron on reverse of the fabric using 

cotton settings. 

€4.00 

 
Lingerie bag - purple 
Reference: BAGLING2 

Hand printed lingerie bag. 

 

- The bag is 23 x 27 cm (9''x11''). 

- Drawstring bag printed with underwear design with 

golden details.  

- Solvent free and water based ink. 

- 100% unbleached cotton fair trade bag.  

- Care: machine washable 40 C / warm. Do not bleach. 

Do not tumble dry. Iron on reverse of the fabric using 

cotton settings. 

€4.00 
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Pillow cover - golden 
dots 
Reference: PILCOVE1 

Hand printed pillow cover.  

 

- 40x40 cm - 16''x16''.  

- Cover only, no insert. 

- Pattern: large golden dots randomly scattered. 

- Screen printed on unbleached 100% cotton with a 

rich metallic golden colour (water based & solvent 

free). 

- High quality finish: invisible seams. Envelope closure 

at the back. 

- Care: machine washable 40 C / warm. Do not bleach. 

Tumble dry (low heat) or air dry. Iron on reverse of the 

fabric using cotton settings. 

€5.00 

 
Pillow cover - green fern 
Reference: PILCOVE2 
 

Hand printed pillow cover.  

 

- 40x40 cm - 16''x16''.  

- Cover only, no insert. 

- Pattern: large fern leaf. 

- Block printed on unbleached 100% cotton with a leaf 

green colour (water based & solvent free). 

- High quality finish: invisible seams. Envelope closure at 

the back. 

- Care: machine washable 40 C / warm. Do not bleach. 

Tumble dry (low heat) or air dry. Iron on reverse of the 

fabric using cotton settings. 

€5.00 
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ORDER FORM 
Company name Your reference:  

Contact name* Address* 
 
 

Town* Postal code* 

County / State Country* 

Phone number E-mail address* 

Payment method ☐ Credit card    ☐ Paypal      ☐ Bank transfer 

 

Product reference Product name Quantity Unit 
price (€) 

Total 
price (€) 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

   Total (€)  

 

Terms & Conditions: 
- Minimum order: € 50. 
- Payment up front by credit card, Paypal or bank transfer. 
- Shipping worldwide from Ireland, shipping fee depending on destination and weight. 
- Order processing time: 1-3 weeks. 
- All products are 100% hand-made in Ireland. 
- Custom work / commission orders are welcome. 
- Prices in US $ and British £ avilable on demand. 
 

 
 
*: Mandatory information 
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